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ABSTRACT

The analysis of expressive performance, an important re-

search topic in Computer Music, is almost exclusively de-

voted to the study of Western Classical piano music. Instru-

ments like the acoustic guitar and styles like Bossa Nova and

Samba have been little studied, despite their harmonic and

rhythmic richness. This paper describes some experimen-

tal results obtained with the extraction of rhythmic patterns

from the guitar accompaniment of Bossa Nova songs. The

songs, played by two different performers and recorded with

the help of a MIDI guitar, were represented as strings and

processed by FlExPat, a string matching algorithm. The re-

sults obtained were then compared to a previously acquired

catalogue of “good” patterns.

1 INTRODUCTION

It is common sense that playing music in the exact way it is

written in the score results in a mechanical and uninteresting

succession of sounds. To make written music interesting,

the musician is required to make variations on low level mu-

sical parameters, such as: Local tempo (accelerandi, ritar-
dandi, rubato); dynamics; notes articulation (staccati, liga-

tures, etc.); micro-silences between the notes, etc. [12].

Several researchers stress the importance, as well as the

the difficulties, of studying this phenomenon, also known

as expressive performance [14]. These researches, in gen-

eral, focus on building relationships between different mu-

sical elements (such as harmony and melody or even the

low level parameters previously mentioned), and expressive

performance itself. These relationships can be described in

many ways, from different points of view or levels of ab-
straction, and including various musical parameters. Exam-

ples of such relationships are rules like “lengthen a note if
it is followed by a longer note and if it is in a metrically
weak position” or “stress a note by playing it louder if it is
preceded by an upward melodic leap larger that a perfect
fourth” [13].

With some exceptions [3, 6], the role of rhythm in ex-

pressive performance has not been thoroughly studied so

far, despite its intuitive importance. Moreover, the research

is almost exclusively devoted to the Western Classical Mu-

sic composed for the piano. We are interested in studying

the Música Popular Brasileira (Brazilian Popular Music)—

MPB, represented by artists like João Gilberto, Tom Jobim,

Caetano Veloso, Gilberto Gil, etc. We are particularly inter-

ested in the guitar accompaniment, that is, in how the guitar

player accompanies the singer or solo instrument.

This paper presents an experiment that focus on the dis-

covery of rhythmic patterns in Bossa Nova music. For this,

two different performers played several songs on a MIDI

guitar, which were processed in the form of strings. These

strings were then processed using FlExPat, a pattern match-

ing algorithm [8], and the results were then compared to a

catalogue of patterns that reflects the rhythmic patterns used

by João Gilberto, the “inventor” of the Bossa Nova style.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In

Section 2, we discuss what motivated us to try such an ex-

periment. In Section 3, we describe how the data was ac-

quired and the representation we used. In Section 4, we

present the experiment itself and discuss the results we ob-

tained. Finally, in Section 5, we present some conclusions

and future directions for this work.

2 MOTIVATION

Apart from obvious differences (instrument, genre/style and

player’s role), there is a much more fundamental difference

between research focusing on Western Classical Music and

research that deals with MPB: While in the Western Classi-

cal Music case there is some sort of “official” notated ver-

sion of musical pieces (the score, namely), in MPB there

is no such thing. What may be available is the chord grid

(chord sequence that should be played), and, in some rare

cases, the score of the melody. Even when the chord grid is

available, the musician is usually allowed to change the har-

mony and play something different from what was initially

notated. Considering that, it becomes clear that the guitar

player has a major role in the accompaniment’s construc-

tion.

This importance becomes even clearer when the rhythm

is taken into consideration, because, although the musi-

cian may have the chord sequence notated (i.e., informa-

tion about the harmony may be somehow specified), there is

no indication whatsoever of the rhythm the musician should
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play. It is entirely up to him/her to decide about the rhythm.

Some studies pointed out, however, that the guitar ac-

companiment in styles like Bossa Nova and Samba is built

by the concatenation of certain rhythmical groups or pat-
terns [4, 9]. There are, however, several aspects of the

accompaniment construction that are only known by prac-

titioners of these styles. Moreover, the knowledge about

the accompaniment construction is mainly subjective. Due

to this lack of formalized knowledge, there are many open

questions such as:

• Are there rhythmic patterns that are preferred by a cer-

tain performer or required for a certain musical style?

In which situations and in which frequency do they

show up?

• Are there variations of these patterns? Is it possible

to group these variations in meaningful way? Which

variations (timing, dynamics, etc.) are acceptable

within a pattern?

• Is it really the case that everything is a pattern, i.e.,

are there parts that are not recurrent?

• Is it possible to justify the choice of a pattern in terms

of other musical features (melody, harmony, tempo,

musical structure, style, etc.)?

• Is it possible to build a dictionary of patterns for a

given player? Does this dictionary changes when the

style changes (Bossa Nova and Samba, for instance)?

Do different players have different dictionaries?

• Is it possible to build a grammar or a set of rules

that is able to describe formally how the patterns are

chained and/or the rhythmical transformations done

by a given performer? If so, what are the relations

between grammars from performers p1 and p2?

More general questions could also be posed: To which

extent patterns used in Bossa Nova music are different from

patterns used in Samba? How different is Samba today

(in terms of patterns and pattern usage) from Samba in the

1920’s or 1930’s? Is Bossa Nova today still played as it was

in the 1950’s, when it was created? How can we describe

those differences, if any?

3 DATA ACQUISITION AND REPRESENTATION

For the experiment, two different players, referred to from

now on as G1 and G2, were invited to record the accompa-

niment of some Bossa Nova songs on a MIDI guitar 1 . G1
1 The equipments we used in the recordings were the following

ones: An acoustical guitar with an RMC Poly-Drive II pick-up in-

stalled (http://www.rmcpickup.com/polydriveii.html) that

was connected to a Roland GR-33 guitar synthesizer responsible for the

pitch to MIDI conversion (http://www.roland.com/products/
en/GR-33/index.html).

performed the following songs: Bim Bom, O Barquinho, In-
sensatez (How Insensitive), Garota de Ipanema (Girl from

Ipanema), Só Danço Samba, and Wave. From G2, we

recorded A Felicidade, Chega de Saudade, Corcovado, De-
safinado, Eu Sei Que Vou Te Amar, Samba de uma Nota Só,

Garota de Ipanema, Só Danço Samba, Insensatez, Tarde em
Itapoã, and Wave. In the total, we collected 16 recordings

(ca. 30 minutes of music). It was requested for the perform-

ers to play the songs according to a provided notation (the

chord grid as notated by Chediak [1]).

The acquired data was, however, not ready for usage.

Probably due to technological restrictions, the resulting

MIDI files were noisy and it was necessary to clean the col-

lected songs before using them. Noisy files contained notes

that were not played by the guitarist and these notes could

be grouped into two basic types: Very short notes (usually

high pitched) and notes with very low volume (loudness).

There was yet a second type of problem, namely events that

were somehow misplaced by the recording equipment (usu-

ally a semitone up or down the actually played note). The

first type of noise was removed automatically, but the sec-

ond one required manual correction, which was done with

the help of the recording’s audio files 2 . After this step, the

data was beat tracked at the eighth note level using Beat-
Root [3], an interactive system that outputs the MIDI file

beat tracked.

As we are interested in the discovery of rhythmic pat-

terns, an essential information is the moment when a note

is played or its onset. It would be very hard, however, to

use this information only in a meaningful way. We should,

then, associate some other information with onsets in or-

der to better represent the songs. Pitches may come to the

reader’s mind as the most relevant information that could be

used with onsets, but they are not intrinsically linked to the

rhythm. If we, however, observe how sound is produced by

the guitar player, we may link each onset to the finger that

generated it. So, the finger used to pluck the string and pro-

duce sound may prove a much more interesting abstraction
than, for instance, the pitches.

But, this abstraction was not readily available in the files

we collected 3 . So, we had to develop an algorithm to auto-

matically determine the right hand fingering [11]. Roughly

speaking, we first introduced the concept of hand position,

that is, the fingers’ position regarding the string or strings

they are about to pluck. Then, we created a hand position
set that contains all relevant hand positions. Considering

that the fingering is formed by transitions between consecu-

tive hand positions, we assigned a cost to each transition 4 .

2 We recorded, at the same time, MIDI and audio information.
3 Note that the MIDI files we had at hand contained no information at

all about the fingering. But, we collected them in a way that each string

was recorded separately on its own MIDI channel.
4 This cost represents, in fact, the amount of effort required to change

from hand position HPi to hand position HPi+1.
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Each possible hand position in the hand position set can now

be represented as a node in a graph, whereas the costs as

edges weights. The fingering problem can then be reduced

to the discovery a path that minimizes the overall cost, and

our algorithm simply tries to find an optimum path in this

graph 5 .

Our algorithm outputs the songs as depicted in Figure 1.

Here, letters T , F , M and R represent, respectively, the

thumb, fore, middle and ring fingers, crosses (+) represent

the beats, and pipes (|) represent the measure bars. Each

beat was equally divided by four, so each letter, cross or mi-

nus (–) represents the duration of a 32nd. Except for the

last line, that represents exclusively the beats, each of the

remaining lines represents one guitar string, ordered from

higher to lower (i.e., first line represents the high E string,

second line the B string, and so on until the low E string).

|----------------|--------
|R---R-----R-----|R---R---
|M---M-----M-----|M---M---
|F---F-----F-----|F---F--- [...]
|----------------|--------
|T-------T-------|T-------
|+---+---+---+---|+---+---

Figure 1. Right hand fingering for song Insensatez, played

by G2

This representation, however, can be viewed as a poly-

phonic one (each guitar string being one “voice”). Poly-

phonic pattern matching, however, is a very difficult task [5]

and we would like to avoid these difficulties, at least at our

initial steps and experiments. So, we further reduced this

initial representation to a one-dimensional string with mini-

mum loss of information 6 . This simplified string is formed

by the alphabet Σ = {b, B, p, P, l, a, A, s, S,−, +, |}. The

meaning of each symbol is the following:

• Uppercase letters stand for events that occur on-beat,

while lowercase letters for off-beat events;

• Letter b stands for “bass”, i.e., events played with the

thumb only, and letter p stands for “chord” (sic), i.e.,

events that are played with some combinations of two

or more of fingers F , M and R 7 ;

• Letter l also stands for “chord”, but a chord whose du-

ration goes beyond the measure it was played (i.e., we

5 Note that our algorithm follows a similar approach used by Sayeg, as

described in [10].
6 Actually, with the alphabet we used we just can not recover the string

where the note was played, what was not relevant for the experiments we

made. We could easily avoid this information loss introducing new symbols

in the alphabet.
7 The terms “baixo” and “puxada” may explain more clearly the origin

of letters b and p!

make a difference between a chord that is completely

within a single measure and a chord that starts in one

measure and ends in the next one);

• Letter a stands for “all”, i.e., b and p played together,

and letter s stands for “single note”, i.e., events that

are played with only one of fingers F , M and R; and

• Symbols +, −, and | have the same meaning stated

before.

It is important to note that this kind of reduction is

also done by musicians themselves: They usually describe

the rhythmic patterns as sequences of “baixos” or basses
(events played with the thumb only) and “puxadas” or

chords (events played with some combinations of two or

more fingers). Figure 2 depicts part of the fingering for

song Insensatez. Above the thick black line is the finger-

ing as outputted by the fingering algorithm. Under it is the

resulting simplified string.

Figure 2. Fingering and one-dimensional string for song

Insensatez, played by G1

4 EXPERIMENT

Considering that patterns are the building blocks used to cre-

ate the accompaniment, finding rhythmic patterns in Bossa

Nova songs is a basic step towards understanding how the

accompaniment is built by musicians.

We have, however, one initial problem: In order to find

patterns automatically, we need to use an existing algorithm

or, case it fails to find patterns, we need to develop one that

is able to find them. The big issue behind this problem is the

following: How can we assess the results? How can we say

that one algorithm performs better or worse than another

one? How can we say that an algorithm is unsuitable for

finding rhythmic patterns?

There is one particularity in the Bossa Nova domain:

João Gilberto, the “inventor” of the style, is considered a

model, and, as such, the musicians try to imitate him, play-

ing the patterns he plays 8 . So, it is perfectly reasonable

to assume that an algorithm that finds, in any Bossa Nova

data set, the patterns used by João Gilberto has a minimum

acceptable performance level.

8 A musicologist could ask, then: If someone does not play like the

inventor is he/she playing Bossa Nova at all?
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But, what are the patterns João Gilberto plays? In the

literature we were able to find several transcriptions of pat-

terns played by João Gilberto [4, 9]. So, we have built a

catalogue containing 21 different patterns (labeled P1, P2,

etc.), all manually transcribed by musicologists from João

Gilberto’s recordings. Examples of patterns in this cata-

logue are showed in Figure 3.

Chord

Bass

Pattern P1

Chord

Bass

Pattern P15

Chord

Bass

Pattern P17

Figure 3. Examples of patterns in the catalogue

The experiment was, then, to explore the data set we had

acquired, verifying if patterns from this catalogue could be

found in the data set. For the experiment the algorithm

FlExPat [8] was chosen. It is an inexact string matching

algorithm that was inspired by algorithms from the Com-

putational Biology field, but that also incorporates results

from previous research on musical similarity [7]. Given an

input (here the simplified string previously described) and

using the edit distance as its similarity measure 9 , the algo-

rithm outputs a collection of patterns, organized in classes.

Each class has a prototype, that is the most representative

pattern of the class, and several occurrences, possibly inex-

act, of this prototype. It is also possible for the user to pro-

vide the algorithm with some constraints, such as the maxi-

mal and minimal length of patterns, the similarity threshold,

the maximum difference between two candidates to be com-

pared, etc.

In our first experiment FlExPat was used “as is”, that

is, we used the algorithm without any sort of modifica-

tions and/or adaptations. Although the algorithm found pat-

terns from the catalogue, including patterns with some small

modifications, the results, in this case, were not so good as

we previously expected. Table 1 summarizes the results we

obtained with FlExPat.

The algorithm’s configuration we used was the follow-

ing: mmin = 17 (minimal pattern length), mmax = 34
(maximal pattern length), and similarity threshold of 0.75
(normalized values). The lengths mmin and mmax corre-

spond to patterns varying from one to two measures 10 . On

9 Dynamic programming is used to compute it efficiently.
10 It does not mean, however, that the patterns necessarily start at the

Pat G1 G2 Pat G1 G2
P1 × × P12
P2 × P13
P3 P14
P4 × P15 ×
P5 P16
P6 P17
P7 P18
P8 P19
P9 × × P20
P10 × × P21
P11 / / /

Table 1. Patterns from the catalogue found in data set

average, each song has 48 classes of patterns (smallest num-

ber of classes was 40 and greatest number was 78).

In song Garota de Ipanema, played by G2, the

algorithm was able to identify the following pat-

tern: |A---P---B-p-+---|P---P---Bp--+l.

The corresponding pattern in the catalogue is

|A---P---B-p-+---|A---P---B-p-+-l-. Look-

ing closer at the modifications done by the performer, it is

possible to notice that he usually substitutes A by P in the

second measure of the pattern, and that he anticipates both

final chords in this same measure. Figure 4 depicts these

variations.

Chord

Bass

Original pattern Pattern found by FlExPat

Figure 4. Pattern found by FlExPat

In song Wave, as played by G1, FlExPat identi-

fied as the prototype of class 18 the following pat-

tern: |A---P---B-p-+l--|B---P---Bp--+p-.

The corresponding pattern in the catalogue is

|A---P---B-p-+-l-|B---P---B-p-+-l-. As

in the previous case, the modifications done by the

performer are mainly anticipations.

The main problem we found was that the extracted pat-

terns, many times, start from the middle of a measure, such

as in --B---B---+---|P---B---B---+---|P
(FlExPat also found the expected pattern,

|P---B---B---+---|P---B---B---+--). This

brings some problems to the evaluation of the results: Due

to the great number of patterns with this kind of structural

malformation, it becomes difficult to validate the patterns.

beginning of the measure. There is no way to specify such a constraint in

FlExPat.
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This problem is even bigger when most of a class is formed

by such patterns (it happened many times, unfortunately).

From these results we may rush and conclude that FlEx-

Pat performed poorly, since it found just a few patterns from

the catalogue in the data set and because these patterns were

grouped into too many classes. However, as pointed out in

the previous paragraph, there was a sort of structural malfor-

mation in many patterns found by FlExPat. So, what would

happen if we could “help” the algorithm, somehow provid-

ing it with some structural information about the patterns?

Unfortunately, it is not possible to describe for the al-

gorithm the desired aspect of the pattern: We can not say

that it should only consider patterns that begin on the mea-

sure bar, for instance. We can only describe the minimum

and maximum pattern lengths, as well as the minimum sim-

ilarity threshold. If we, however, look more carefully at the

patterns in the catalogue, it is possible to identify some com-

mon structure: They are all two measures long and they start

either at the measure bar or at a “puxada” right before the

measure bar 11 .

We then introduced a step just before the actual pattern

matching where all songs were segmented according to this

structure. It is important to note that with this modification,

we changed the abstraction level at which the pattern extrac-

tion happens: Instead of comparing event by event (basses

or chords), now we compare groups of events (i.e., the seg-

ments).

After we adjusted our implementation of the algorithm

to accept the segments described before as input, we ran the

experiment again. In this case, differently from the previ-

ous one, the algorithm found systematically in every song

patterns from the catalogue. This time, more than half of

the catalogue’s patterns was found, which significantly im-

proves the results we obtained before. On average, each

song had 14 classes of patterns (smallest number was 6 and

greatest number was 34). Table 2 shows the patterns found

in this second part of the experiment.

After running the experiments and having in mind that

we have used a small data set, it is now possible to discuss a

little bit the results we obtained. First of all, let us examine

the patterns used by the performers. As described by Dahia

et al. [2], patterns in the catalogue belong to one of four

groups: cyclical (P2 to P8), beginning (P9 to P12), spe-

cial (P13 and P14) and fill-in patterns (P15 to P21). Pat-

tern P1 is the main Bossa Nova pattern and forms its own

group. From the results presented before (Tables 1 and 2),

it is possible to see that the players used patterns belong-

ing to all groups, but the special one. This group, however,

contains patterns that are rarely used and it would not be a

problem if they do not show up. Given that the catalogue

contains Bossa Nova patterns, we can say, then, that the per-

11 It means that all segments look like |<pattern> or like

l*|<pattern>, where the * symbol represents a sequence of zero or

more minuses only.

Pat G1 G2 Pat G1 G2
P1 × × P12
P2 × × P13
P3 × × P14
P4 × P15 ×
P5 × P16 × ×
P6 × P17
P7 P18 ×
P8 P19 ×
P9 × × P20
P10 × × P21
P11 / / /

Table 2. Patterns found by the modified version of FlExPat

formers do follow the Bossa Nova style in the rhythmic ac-

companiment construction.

There are occasions, however, that the pattern used does

not belong to the catalogue. G1, for instance, uses the pat-

tern |P---B---B---+---|P---B---B---+--- in

song Eu Sei Que Vou Te Amar. We can interpret this fact

in many ways, such as: the player deliberately used a non

Bossa Nova pattern, the catalogue may not be complete, or

even that Bossa Nova style has changed over the time and

players started to use or create their own patterns.

5 FINAL REMARKS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper described an experiment that dealt with the ex-

traction of rhythmic patterns from Bossa Nova songs. Six-

teen beat tracked MIDI files, representing the recording of

several songs by two different players, were represented as

a string and thereafter processed by a string matching al-

gorithm called FlExPat. The objective was to identify in

the data set patterns from a previously acquired catalogue of

patterns.

First results showed that, although FlExPat could find

some patterns, many patterns, including some that could be

clearly heard, were not found. After examining the struc-

ture of the catalogue’s patterns, we were able to pre-segment

the songs and use the pre-segmented version of the song as

input for the algorithm. This time the results were much

better, and more than half of the patterns was found by the

algorithm.

It is important to stress the relevance of the abstractions

we have built. First of all, we could reduce the complexity of

the pattern matching process by rewriting a polyphonic song

as a monophonic line, with minimum information loss. This

first abstraction was, however, not sufficient, as can be seen

with the first experiment we made, and we had to build a

second abstraction, going up one structural level: From sin-

gle events to groups of events (segments). Only due to these
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abstractions we could explore the data set we collected.

Of course, there are several points for improvement. One

that is particularly important is the representation. We used

a very simple representation of the events. Attributes like

tempo, structural or harmonic information are not repre-

sented. The more attentive reader may have even noticed

that the actual duration of the events is not represented at

all. We just used the onset information, which turned out to

work for this experiment. To further investigate the particu-

larities of the patterns, however, we surely need to represent

appropriately the duration of each event. Another point re-

lated to the representation is the following: what kind of

results would we have if we had represented the downbeat

explicitly? Would they be better than the ones we presented

here?

The evaluation of the algorithm’s results was done in an

ad hoc manner: Results were compared, one by one, to the

patterns in the catalogue. This procedure takes too much

time, is error prone, and, therefore, must be improved. We

plan to implement a tool to help us with this task.

The data acquisition is an important and non-trivial prob-

lem. It is important because if we want to draw relevant and

significant conclusions about Bossa Nova (and any musical

style, in fact), we must have a much more representative

data set. And it is non-trivial because there are many fac-

tors involved varying from the availability and willingness

of certain performer to record for us, to copyright issues of

the collected material. One possible way to remedy this

problem is to use audio recordings as start point, but, un-

fortunately, there are other problems (separating guitar and

singing voice signals most notably).

FlExPat’s problem (structural malformation) should be

examined more carefully, since, instead of a problem, it can

mean another thing. Several patterns of the catalogue have

a common substructure (i.e., sub-parts of these patterns are

equal). It may be the case that the second measure of pat-

terns whose second measure are equal, are frequently con-

catenated with patterns whose first measure are similar. So,

it may be the case that these concatenations are so typical

that they are “promoted” to patterns by the algorithm.

Finally, we hope that the questions previously formulated

were provocative enough. We do believe that answers to

them will bring much more understanding of how the musi-

cians bring their genres to life, as well as register how they,

musicians and styles, evolved through the years.
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